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Abstract

In the Faroe Islands, long-standing but now rapidly declining practices of tabooing have governed the language of fishermen at sea. Based on fieldwork that combines ethnography with intellectual history, this article explores the continuity of this allegedly superstitious practice within the broad framework of Western secularity. In the 1990s, local practices of naming found expression at a national level with the compilation of the first ornithological handbook written entirely in Faroese. The example of this field guide, in which local names were made to conform to scientific nomenclature, is used to interrogate tensions between orality and literacy. Contrary to the tradition that would oppose folk-taxonomy to classical systematics, it is shown that among field observers both practices of naming are used simultaneously, and, frequently, non-competitively. Through these and other examples it is argued that what is at stake in practices of naming is a habit of paying attention to the environment, premised not on lexical expertise or ideas of knowledge but on a singular hedonism of taking pleasure in the thing named. It is the cultivation of this habit that is proposed as the critical foundation and future purpose of any planetary consciousness.

Sumba, Suðuroy

It is late afternoon and too warm for February, the breeze hard-
ly tempered by the cold showers of rain that clear away almost as soon
as they arrive. Slowly, I make my way up the paved street of Sumba, lis-
tening to my guide, Aksal Poulsen, who knows every bird of the region
by sight and can imitate their songs and distinctive calls perfectly. As
we walk, Aksal pauses occasionally, gesticulating as he speaks:

I didn’t own a pair of binoculars until 1967. I just went out, every day,
paid attention. Fifteen seconds is enough: just look, and you’ll see
something new, something astonishing. That’s what it means to know
a bird, to be a good knower of birds. To make observations, to take
note, to look—all the time. For as long as one lives.

Aksal was born 1945 in Sumba, the southernmost settlement in the
Faroese archipelago. Like most Faroese of his generation, Aksal is a
fisherman, but illness eventually forced him to leave the sea and take
up lighter work on shore. After a spell at the post office in Tórshavn,
Aksal retired to his home town where he chose a house with large
glass windows overlooking the waterfront. The view allows Aksal to
trace the sun as it rises and sets below the North Atlantic, and watch
as fulmars descend from basalt cliffs. His life’s work is a magni-
ficent collection of over one hundred stuffed birds. A few years back the
town council bought the collection for 300,000 Danish Kroner, and
it is now housed in the village museum of Sumba.

Later that afternoon Aksal walks me to the museum, to which he has
his own key. Unlocking the door, he greets the birds like old friends
and tells me the story of how each specimen found its way to his
workshop. The prize of his collection is a vagrant Canadian sandhill crane, a bird that died before Aksal’s brother could nurse it back to health. “Look,” he says, “look at the curve of its neck, see how small the bird is much smaller than an ordinary crane...” Aksal’s expertise has earned him a nickname in the Faroe Islands: "The Birdman". Bird collecting became Aksal’s informal profession, but he does not believe a dead bird replaces the living specimen, and he does not kill birds in order to preserve them. The birds in Aksal’s collection are birds that have fallen, dead, from the sky into a neighbour’s back garden; they are birds that flew too far North and perished in the cold; birds shot accidentally by trigger-happy sportsmen. These birds were sent to Aksal, who—with the aid of a taxidermist friend—preserved them in his spare time. “Before one learns how to preserve a bird,” he says, leaning against the glass case behind which the sandhill crane jostles with eider and guillemot, “one must first have observed the bird in life, with one’s own eyes.” This is doubly true in the Faroe Islands, where bird names were only standardised in 1990 with the publication of Søren Sørensen and Dorete Bloch’s Fuglar í Norðhavum.1 When the Faroese Museum of Natural History commissioned the book, Aksal was asked to act as advisor to the editorial committee, helping them to compile a list of bird names. So together with the fisherman Niels á Botni (with whom Aksal had studied taxidermy) and the ornithologist Christer Alstrøm, Aksal spent three years naming birds in the mid-1980s.

I ask how Aksal and his colleagues went about this formidable task. Unhesitatingly, he responds: “We had to be artists.” After a pause, he continues: “We used colours a lot, and behaviour, of course, when we invented new names. And we compared our names to those in other languages.” But the native names, Aksal explains, proved the most difficult. How does one decide which name should become official, which name is the most appropriate? The fulmar, for instance, is known in the Faroe Islands by two names. In the South, where Aksal grew up, the bird is sometimes called náti, which means “foul”, on account of the evil-smelling oil that the fulmar spits at aggressors.2 But in the North, the same bird is more commonly referred to as havhestur, which means “horse of the sea”, perhaps alluding to the way in which the bird heralds a storm. The geographical distinction is not strict, however, and both names are used in the South as well as the North.


3 As does the Old Norse fúlmár, literally, “stinking mew”. See Lockwood, W.B. The Faroese Bird Names. Hafniae: Ejnar Munksgaard, 1961, p. 54. Lockwood, however, is silent on the exact meaning of náti.

The committee had to make a decision, and chose havhestur as the official name of Fulmarus glacialis. “It has nothing to do with horses, of course,” says Aksal, sipping from the cup of coffee his wife has placed in front of him, “It has to do with how one understands the bird.”

I wanted to know what made the committee’s understanding of birds different from Aksal’s. “In a handbook,” he explains, “there has to be a single name, because it’s useful. But no name is more appropriate than another. Birds have different names depending on when they are seen, how old they are, where they are found. There is no correct name, only many names.” In his battered Danish edition of Petersen and Montfort’s Field Guide to the Birds of Britain and Europe a careful, spidery script records the work of naming. The entry for each bird is annotated with the corresponding name in Faroese. But most entries have multiple proposals. Fuglar í Norðhavum sometimes ignores these variations, sometimes indicates them by listing a few of the alternative names after whichever local name had been selected as the official name of the bird. Aksal smiles: “Plenty of my names were disqualified, or demoted to second place.” Over time these disqualified named became guerrilla words, a lexicon of resistance:

We were amateurs, and they had PhDs, but we were the ones with the experience. The one with an eye for birds can tell if there is something different about a particular individual, even if it looks almost identical to the others around it. It might be the way a bird lifts its head more frequently than its companions, the way it thrusts its beak into the ground. The name one gives to a bird should reflect that experience.

Many of the names that Aksal recalled during our conversation, such as náti and havhestur, derive from the detailed knowledge of birds preserved in the oral culture of Faroese fishermen. If a raven, to take the most common example, was sighted from the ship’s deck it was considered an omen, and the name of the bird was tabooed. The bird was then referred to not by its proper name, ravnur, but by a new name, such as the onomatopoeic gorpur and krunkur. These invented names eventually became lexicalised, generating the maze of alternative names that created problems for the editorial committee with which Aksal collaborated in the 1980s.
In Faroese the tabooed birds, as Aksal explained to me, were known as *feigdarfuglar*, meaning birds that were anomalous or “marked”: “birds that were in the wrong place, birds that somehow broke the pattern of things. Like seeing a *puffin* at Christmas, or finding a storm petrol on deck, or a fulmar chick without its parent...” When I ask if superstition has anything to do with it, Aksal shakes his head, bemused: “It’s not about birds as such, or anything negative—it’s about how they are, what they’re doing. How they fly.” To Aksal, bird taboos record a practical wisdom, a way of knowing birds. A name such as *náti* is the result of observation, capturing some characteristic of the bird, whether it is a foul smell, a call, or a resemblance to other animals. But, as Aksal explained to me, the knowledge conveyed by word taboos is not strictly utilitarian: “Of course we needed to know about the birds to survive, but to recognize a bird as *feigdar*, and give it a new name—that was, different, that was pleasure.”

Tabooing and the invention of new names expresses what made a fisherman’s hard life at sea worth living. Aksal’s eyes light up as I ask him about the *feigdarfuglar* encountered when working on trawlers in Norway, Iceland, Greenland and Canada: “Whenever there was a snow storm, hundreds of eider ducks would crash into the boat and land, stunned, on deck, and we would have to barrel them out, throw them back into the water.” Aksal stands, throwing his arms up as if releasing a bird into the air: “And during the migration season we would be visited by thousands upon thousands of arctic redpoll, who would come to try and drink the water that gathered on deck. They were that thirsty! But of course the salt water made them sick, so we always put out buckets of fresh water—and fed them bread. Thousands of redpoll!”

Steering into a flock of arctic redpoll was a strange, beautiful experience, which Aksal and his colleagues interpreted as a *feigdar*, an omen, and when an anomaly like this occurred, the fishermen would invent a new name that described something about the special appearance of an otherwise unremarkable bird that its ordinary name did not. For this reason, Aksal sees no contradiction between the ordinary name of a bird and the names a bird receives when it is tabooed. In the same way, Aksal sees no contradiction between the single, scientific name of the fulmar in a handbook such as *Fuglar í Norðøvum* and the many names found in oral culture: “They say the same things, but in different ways,” he reflects, lips twitching into a half-smile, “and they are all needed for different situations. Scientific names are incredibly useful when one is talking to ornithologists from other countries!”

During our conversation, while walking along the cliffs of Sumba and, later, as we sat poring over bird books in Aksal’s living room, I learnt that part of the reason Aksal finds the practice of naming more interesting than the names themselves is that he acquired his first knowledge of birds informally, without the aid of a field guide. Sumba has no library, and when Aksal was a boy the only bird book available in Faroese was Mikkjal á Ryggj’s *Fuglabókin* (1951), which was also used as a reading primer in the village school. *Fuglabókin* introduces each bird with a naive watercolour and a short prose account of the bird’s habits and characteristics. This was enough to give Aksal a basic knowledge of taxonomy, the rest he had to figure out for himself:
“Mikkjal’s pictures were terrible! No, if I wanted to learn anything I would have to go out, climb the cliffs, notice things,” he recalls, “then I would return home and write down what I had seen in a little pocket book.” Along with his first pair of binoculars, Aksal did not acquire his first field guide until he was already well into his twenties. “I learnt a lot from books,” he says, “but in a sense I already knew it, or I was learning to look in a different way, looking for different details.” As I leave, Aksal walks me to the bus stop, so that he can show me his two geese and four rams, wintering in an enclosure across the road from his house. Aksal smacks his lips at the geese, who cackle in return. “I don’t need to keep them anymore, of course, because eggs and meat are so inexpensive,” he says, “but I still do, because it would be dull not to. Imagine the hills without geese, without sheep!”

Miðvágur, Vágar

I had come to the Faroe Islands to discover what remained of the word taboos of the Faroese fishermen. Aksal had proved to me that the practice had not died out completely, but Aksal was an ideal informant, having spent much of his adult life preserving not only birds, but knowledge of their local names. Would I find similar memories among those who had not worked at sea, in particular, among the women of Aksal’s generation? And would they interpret the names as Aksal had done, appreciating them as a form of knowledge unfounded in superstition? In the village of Miðvágur on Vágar, en route from the airport, I met Eirika and her niece. Like Aksal, Eirika was born in the 1940s, and when I asked her about the bird taboos she smiles and nods, remembering that her husband, who worked as a chef on a Danish cruiser, used to refer frequently to these special names. “I know very well what you mean,” she says, “because we have a proverb in Faroese: ‘stones break before the tongue of man’ [Steinur brestur fyri mannafungur].”

The rules surrounding gannets are a good example of the efficacy of words in the Faroe Islands. To the West of Vágar lies Mykines, the only place in the Faroe Islands where gannets breed in the summer season. “On Mykines,” Eirika recalls, “one has to say ‘The Gannet is good’. If one speaks ill of the Gannet, it will keep away from the island, and then the islanders will starve.” A similar custom was observed in Hvalba [Suðuroy]. One winter when the villagers were starving, a whale beached and gave itself to them. A sacrifice. Because they could eat the whale, the villagers survived. After that they always said “the whale is good”, and so the whale would come, each year, only to that village. But one year they saw it from afar and someone said, “I think it’s a tree”. And the whale never returned.

The niece eyes her aunt sceptically and leans over to me, says, “That was in the old days, you know. In the old days they believed, they believed anything.” But Eirika disagrees. Like Aksal, she does not think that taboos were used because people held superstitious beliefs. “It’s a story, of course, but it says something about what they knew, and they knew so many things in those days.” Eirika’s greatest regret is that she did not record her mother, because her mother knew more stories like the one Eirika shared with me.

In Eirika’s neat, white kitchen overlooking the bay of Vágar, I learn what it is about a taboo that makes it worth remembering. “It’s something to do with knowing how to look, how to look with... respect? Love?” Eirika hesitates, searching for the right word. “That whale in the story,” she says, finally, “it’s not that a wrong word would send the whale away, it’s about looking at the whale in the wrong way. Not recognising it for what it is, thinking it’s a tree, not looking closely enough.” As I prepare to leave her flat, Eirika embraces me, repeats her regrets: “I wish I could remember what my mother knew, but one doesn’t think about these things, anymore.”

Nolsóy

Things have changed, I learnt, because Faroese culture has changed: from being, until very recently, a predominantly oral culture, it is now a literary culture. On Nolsóy, a small island twenty minutes by ferry from Tórshavn, I met Mats á Skur, a retired fishermen who can still remember the last time the government tried to stop Faroese being taught in schools. The Faroe Islands have been

Mats learnt the Fugla kvæði yngra by picking it up from informal gatherings and impromptu performances in a ship’s cabin or in someone’s kitchen. But ballads are no longer part of a fisherman’s informal tuition. Although the Faroe Islands, like Iceland, remain a traditional fishing economy, fishing itself has changed dramatically since Mats was a young man. Mats suspects that fish-farming has had something to do with it. “Who would want to work there?” he asks me, waving at the floating pens that dot the bay of Tórshavn just visible beyond the grey mist outside the window. “They all leave. My children live in Norway and Denmark. They’re right to leave. But what about the future?” To Mats, the change from oral to literary culture is inseparable from the disfigurement to the environment caused by aquaculture exacerbated by consumerism: “When we were out at sea we didn’t earn much but we were happy. At home we kept our own sheep and didn’t need to buy anything.” In Nólsoyar-Páll’s Fugla kvæði yngra Danish falcons buy and sell goods with other nations while prosecuting the small birds, the Faroese, for attempting to scrape a living through trade. “We were the plucky oystercatchers, and we still are!” says Mats, “but the young self-governing since 1948, but remain part of the Kingdom of Denmark, and Danish is the lingua franca, though the younger generation will often prefer to use English when conversing with visitors from other Scandinavian nations, like myself. Until the early twentieth century, when standardised Faroese was introduced into the national curriculum, the main source of Faroese literary culture was the ballad or kvæði, performed as part of the Faroese chain dance. When I ask Mats how he learnt about birds he recites a few lines from Nólsoyar-Páll’s Fugla kvæði yngra, or Ballad of the Birds (called yngra to distinguish this nineteenth-century song from the medieval ballad of the same name). “But you’d have to get me drunk to see me dance!” he laughs. The Fugla kvæði yngra is a political satire or tattur, and was the first text in Faroese to be distributed and sold in printed form. The ballad contains many names that derive from word taboos, and many jokes about feigdarfuglar. “Yes, that’s where I learnt most of the names,” says Mats. He also explains that the younger generation of fishermen no longer learn them, or not exactly. “Oh yes, they study the kvæðir at school,” he admits, “but they don’t know them, don’t use them.”
people nowadays, they don’t see it that way. They stare at computers. When I look into their eyes, there is nothing there. Emptiness.” He blinks at me: “So I say, thank God I am old. Soon it will all be over.”

I met Mats in the kitchen of Jens-Kjeld Jensen, an ornithologist who, like Aksal Poulsen, studied taxidermy with Niels á Botni in the 1970s. Jens-Kjeld moved to Nólsoy from Denmark, and remembers a time when the men would gather every day on the bench beside the bone architrave at the entrance to the village and talk fowl, fish, whales. Today that bench is empty. Jens-Kjeld muses: “You were born too late,” he says. “Maybe if you had come here as a little lassie”—he indicates my imagined height with the flat of his hand—“maybe when you were five years old, then you could have seen it too.”

Jens-Kjeld has written a book on the fowling practices of Nólsoy, documenting the different spots on the island where puffins were traditionally caught with the net and pole. Like Mats, he is not optimistic about the future, but his concerns are for the birds, rather than the fishermen. “I predict,” he says, cutting himself a slice of lemon cake, “that the puffins will all be gone in twenty years. And the gannets and guillemots too.” Though he supports the hunting prohibitions put in place for their protection, he thinks that pollution has had a greater impact than traditional hunting on the rapidly declining number of sea birds. “The sea is dead,” he says, simply, “we have killed it.” He points at a photograph featuring a wet, technicoloured tangle of debris: “This is what they found in the gizzard of one fulmar—one!”

Sealanguage

In the 1950s William Burley Lockwood, a linguist and ornithologist, described the word taboos of the Faroese fishermen as a “sealanguage” (sjómál). Sealanguage, argued Lockwood, “vividly recalls ancient belief in the magic power of human speech.” Lockwood’s source for this interpretation was James Fazer’s The Golden Bough. Frazier had suggested that, “unable to discriminate clearly between words and things, the savage commonly fancies that the link between a name and the person or thing denominated by it is not a mere arbitrary and ideal association, but a real and substantial bond which unites the two in such a way that magic may be wrought on a man just as easily through his name as through his hair, his nails, or any other material part of his person.”

Lockwood concluded that a similar principle was at work behind sealanguage: “the use of secret words […] would help to confuse unfriendly spirits intent on ruining the fisherman’s chances.” Lockwood, like Frazier, believed that the hypothesis of superstition would help to explain not only the appeal of word taboos but also their eventual demise: if the mystique of word taboos required certain beliefs in the magical power of names, then the disappearance of these beliefs would coincide with the disappearance of tabooing itself. But my conversations with Eirika, Mats and Aksal had shown me a different story. On the Faroe Islands I found many who still remembered and spoke sealanguage, but among these none who believed the practice was a form of superstition; the only person who did suggest such an interpretation (Eirika’s niece) was also the only one to possess no first-hand knowledge of these names.

Eirika had dismissed the hypothesis that taboos were originally superstitious, preferring to describe them as way of paying attention to the flora and fauna of the Islands. Aksal had even argued that word taboos were a form of knowledge, an opinion confirmed by Mats, for whom word taboos were part of an oral expertise, which, though inessential to survival, was essential to making survival enjoyable. This suggested that sealanguage, whatever its origins, was appreciated and practised less as a relic of a savage ontology and more for the mental dexterity required to understand, and invent, names, such as náti and havhestur.

Hence the popularity of word taboos in drinking games, as recorded by Jens Christian Svabo in the 1780s (drink up if your tongue slips! meanwhile the wise stay sober inventing new rules). Sealanguage, then, did not decline—as Lockwood supposed—because the beliefs that it presupposed had begun to erode. Sealanguage began to decline because the practices from which it is inseparable had begun to vanish.

That the key to magical practices such as word taboos might lie in their use rather than, as Lockwood argued, in their origins was an early criticism raised against the Frazierian method by Ludwig
Wittgenstein. “What we have [in the case of magic] is not an error”, writes Wittgenstein, since no hypothesis of development succeeds in making a magical practice “less impressive.” As a practice, magic describes “the contents of a way of acting”; it becomes superstition only when mistaken for science. Thus, what one can conclude about a magical practice is not its reasons but its efficacy, the fact that it “aims at some satisfaction and it achieves it.” In the case of sealanguage, satisfaction is achieved when a familiar bird, such as the fulmar or the raven, is made strange by the gift of a new name. One famous example, recorded by Lockwood and still remembered in the Islands, was the incident of a vagrant female black-browed albatross known as the “gannet king” or *súlukongur*. This bird was seen flying with the gannets of Mykineshólmur every summer from 1860 until shot by a vandal in 1864; during this time it was known as the “gannet king.”

Lockwood was of the opinion that tabooing emerged from a superstition belief in the direct link between a name and the thing denominated, but *súlukongur*—being the name not of a bird but of a bird in a configuration of other birds—is a good example of what in classical semiotics is known as indirect or ordinary signification. In semiotic terms, what makes the name *súlukongur* similar to the female black-browed albatross is not a bird-shaped thought in the head of the viewer, but an experience (or “affection”, to use the classical term) that coincides with the sighting of the bird. The significance of this gloss becomes evident in practical terms when we consider that *súlukongur* could not signify the albatross directly, because the name would not be generally applicable to all albatrosses. Nor does the name signify directly the particular female albatross that accompanied the gannets between 1860-1864, since in order to earn its name this bird depended on a context of gannets and would not have been called *súlukongur* if sighted when flying solo. This is because *súlukongur* is not a proper name, but, like many words in sealanguage, a euphemism or “kenning”, and doubles as a riddle, the full form of which would be: who is the king of the gannets? Like many riddles in Old Norse and Old English *súlukongur* is constructed around a known answer. In the case of the *súlukongur* it would be impossible to solve the riddle without knowing beforehand the event in question. This situation to which the name refers is what enables it signify indirectly, rather than directly, to the bird.

To the speaker of sealanguage *súlukongur* would have derived its magical efficacy indirectly from the situation in which the bird appeared, rather than from its connection to the bird itself, since what *súlukongur* signifies is the way in which a female black-browed albatross was experienced and interpreted by the islanders at a particular time and place. While this does not, of course, rule out a belief in the magical power of words, it does narrow the sense in which this “magic” operates. If names reveal the nature of what they name it is not through an occult causality but because they are “natural” tools for thinking about how we know the thing named—and it is the latter analysis, rather than the memory of a superstitious belief, which the practice of sealanguage records.

**Styles of Naming**

The misrepresentation of sealanguage as superstition, which we find in Lockwood’s study of Faroese oral culture, is similar to the regular misrepresentation of folk taxonomy as primitive science, which we find in modern zoology. In his works on natural history Aristotle had asked: what is the logos, the account, of an animal? And he had concluded that there was no definitive name, no single definition. But in classical systematics, which established the style of nomenclature used by ornithologists today, a bird receives only one taxonomic label (binomial or trinomial) as its proper signification. This was the style adopted by the editorial committee of *Fuglar i Nordhavnum*, a style which, as I learnt from Aksal, would often result in unsatisfactory compromises when it clashed with sealanguage, which favoured many names for the same bird. Thus, when composing the entry for *Fulmarus glacialis* the editors chose to list náí áftet hævhestur as a secondary name of the fulmar. Although this preserves náí as an alternative name of the fulmar, it also gives the misleading impression that náí and hævhestur are synonyms used interchangeably. But although both names may refer to a fulmar, they do so in different situations: when sighted at sea and heralding a storm it is appropriate to call the fulmar hævhestur, but when the bird is within spitting range it is more appropriate to call it náí. As Aristotle knew, knowledge is pleonastic, intimate knowledge in—
Finally so; by listing the two names havhestur and náti as synonyms, the handbook mistook pleonasm for inconsequence and therefore misrepresented the logic of the alternative taxonomy it sought to commemorate. Similarly, the once ubiquitous puffin is known by the handbook as lundi, the closest to a general name for the adult bird. Historically, however, lundi refers primarily to the bird when cooked and stuffed with cake batter. A migratory puffin, by contrast, was called klædsekdragur or “luggage boy” (because it announced the arrival of the larger arctic skua) and a puffin in winter plumage was a hoganvið, while a young bird was a vangagrói and a young bird “fallen on the field or into a river” was an áarpísa—finally, an old non-breeding puffin was known as karkarakkur, on account of its long, curved outside claws, a danger to fowlers.  

Thus, what to the classical systematics of the handbook looks like a division of one species into many kinds of bird, is to the fowler or fisherman a useful tool for distinguishing between different situations in which the bird, as sign, may be implicated. Historically, amateur field observers—such as Aksal—were the most vocal opponents to the taxonomical style of naming adopted by handbooks, perhaps because, unlike other branches of zoology, ornithology always enjoyed a strong amateur following. In 1858 the Swedish ornithologist Sven Nilsson expressed the dissatisfaction which many students of birds found with classical systematics when he complained that taxonomy “is only the means, not the ends, of [...] science.” Just as it would be unreasonable to claim that only the person able to use a dictionary could appreciate the beauty of poetry, so too, Nilsson argues, “it would be even more unreasonable to believe that only the person who knew the names, from cedar tree to fungus, could for this reason grasp and understand nature or intuit its essence.” Aksal would no doubt have agreed with this critique of taxonomania, but would perhaps have added that even folk names are not exempt from classification once they become—as they were for Lockwood—the object of study. Thus, while I had not discovered in the Faroe Islands a dead sealanguage, neither had I found a living one: what I found in the Faroe Islands were people who knew sealanguage, but none who still used it, that is, none who still invented new names with which to enjoy and experience the fauna of the archipelago. Like the creatures it named, and the practices which made the names possible, sealanguage was indeed disappearing.
Orality

In the Faroe Islands, sealanguage was a way of taking pleasure in and thus developing an attention to the archipelago that was inseparable from an ethics of caring for its environment. Consequently, many of the speakers I met connected the neglect of sealanguage by the younger generation to the latter’s neglect of the environment. In recent years Robert Macfarlane has documented oral cultures of naming in the outer Hebrides similar to those I found in the Faroe Islands, and has drawn similar conclusions to those I have suggested regarding the disorientation towards place caused by loss of names for local flora and fauna.26 Because the care with which these names were given seems to correlate with the care given to the environment that the names describe, oral cultures of naming are seen as a resource not only for scholars, but also for those seeking ethical practices that might be used to resist the worst effects of the consumerist revolution. Thus, since the 1990s—and particularly since the Anthropocene was accepted as the name for our current geological epoch27—writers concerned for the future of the planet have begun to recognise in oral cultures an alternative to Western paradigms of being human.28

Yet, as the anthropologist Philippe Descola remarks, in the question of seeking a way out of the present crisis “no ontology is better or more true in itself than another”.29 Although there is a distinction between sealanguage’s naming according to situation and scientific naming according to prototype, there is no strict division between the two. On the contrary, my conversation with Aksal seemed to correlate with the care given to the object to be classified and along with other classificatory schemas such as spatial contiguity, origins, and spheres of activity.30

What is at stake, then, when we as writers of the environment are attracted to oral cultures is not—or at least ought not to be—the attempt to find in their lexicon the most environmentally friendly world-view with which to replace a failed Western ontology, but the task of resisting the spell of world-views as such.31 This does not mean that the attempt to emulate oral cultures of naming is misguided romance. It simply means that what one emulates in oral culture is not material or visible, but formal or invisible: not the names themselves, but the way of naming which enables the names to be invented and come into use. Although sealanguage is a fascinating case and in itself a kind of poetry, it is the style of this language, rather than its particular phonemic structure, which is significant and points to a possible shared ethic of being human: sealanguage is a list of names, but it is also a habit, a way of naming. Descola terms such a shared experience the “relative universal”: universal because determined by the organism, relative because, although always mediated by context, that universal is indifferent to socius.32 To Descola the relative universal is a pre-reflexive experience of exteriority and interiority, of being embodied or alive. Aksal offered me a less abstract definition of this universal when he explained to me that the purpose of sealanguage was not survival, but enjoyment or pleasure. If the Anthropocene is predicated on the consumerist revolution, we might be surprised to learn that I am suggesting hedonism as a way of responding to the world it describes. But unless there is delight in the thing known, there can be no knowledge of it, which is why the ancients would often repeat that reason is pleasurable and the highest happiness.33 And, if there is no knowledge, there is also no politics, or rather, there is politics that will recognise nature in name only—as Nature—but not nature in practice, as the pleasurable naming of so many birds, so many sightings, appearances, arrivals and departures.34 The point is epistemological, but epistemology, as we saw earlier, is never divided from practice. While birds do not exist to be known by humans, when unknown by humans the task of caring for them (which only humans can perform) becomes very difficult, if not impossible. Learning from oral culture, then, is less a question of listing its words in place of our own, and more the hard task of reorienting our words and speech attentively by learning to speak every language as sealanguage: as the form of naming without the formalism of names, as enjoyment without division from knowledge. Today, when names are quickly becoming relics of what they once signified, contributing to this work can be the only standard and reward of speech.